
contribution toward their Harvard edu-

cation expenses, rather than burdening

their families further.

Although the aid message is meant to

be clear and simple, it is not expected to

be sufficient to overcome the hurdles.

Summers noted that “a student from the

highest income quartile and lowest apti-

tude quartile is as likely to be enrolled in

college as a student from the lowest in-

come quartile and the highest aptitude

quartile,” reflecting differences in coun-

seling and preparation, as well as finan-

cial resources. So Harvard will step up its

recruiting targeted at schools and stu-

dents in lower-income areas, and is “re-

emphasizing” in its admissions process

“the policy of taking note of applicants

who have achieved a great deal despite

limited resources at home or in their local

schools.” Funds will also be made avail-

able for prospective students to visit the

campus as they decide whether to enroll,

and to pay for books, winter clothing, and

medical or other emergencies while at the

College, as needed.

The goal, Summers concluded, is to

“encourage talented students from fami-

lies of low and moderate income to attend

Harvard College.” If the program has the

intended effect, it will be a small part in a

larger societal mission of increasing ac-

cess to excellent higher education when

the economic impact of doing so is

greater than ever—particularly for stu-

dents from the poorest families.
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Arts’ Rising Place
The practice of the arts is in the as-

cendant at Harvard. And even though

there is not now enough space to contain

this explosion of student talent and cre-

ativity, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences

(FAS), in a move that bodes well for fu-

ture artistic endeavors, is creating new

opportunities for integrating the practice

of the arts into the curriculum.

Half the College population partici-

pates in the arts. There are a thousand

musicians, nearly as many students in-

volved in drama, more than 600 dancers

(fully 22 percent of undergraduate women

participated in dance last year), and 300 to

400 practitioners of the visual arts. There

are 43 music organizations, including five

orchestras, two jazz bands, six choruses,

and 12 a capella groups. There are 19 stu-

dent dance groups and 16 drama organiza-

tions. “Harvard is attracting an increas-

ingly diverse and more artistically

connected community of students than it

did 15, 20, or 30 years ago,” says Jack

Megan, director of the O∞ce for the Arts.

That is very good news for anyone who

cares about a vibrant student arts com-

munity. But it has led to serious space

shortages, particularly because room for

arts has actually been contracting even as

student interest has grown. Harvard’s

colossally expensive orchestral harp, for

example, used in performances at Sanders

Theatre, keeps company in a maintenance

closet with a timpani, vacuum cleaners,

dirty mops and buckets, and bottles of

cleaning liquids. This is not an oversight.

Think of it as a metaphor for the arts at

Harvard: overflowing with talent, democ-
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 most unlikely places.

hat accounts for burgeoning student

rest in the practice of the arts? Megan

s “students with a real gift in the prac-

 of the arts are seeing Harvard as a

ce where they can come and achieve

ngs without being plugged into the

r and narrowness of a conservatory

ironment. They can take the time to

lore other parts of their lives.” Har-

d has nurtured a community of artists

o will in some cases, Megan says, “have

ers in the field and influence develop-

t of that form.” He cites playwright

istopher Durang ’71, saxophone player

h Redman ’91, director Peter Sellars

 actor John Lithgow ’67, and cellist Yo-

Ma ’76, D.Mus. ’91: “Harvard’s devel-

d an environment where people like

t want to come and do fine work and

n go on and do great work.”

urthermore, Megan notes, as Harvard

omes more culturally diverse, “students

o arrive here, who come from a given

ural background, want to find ways of

ressing that, and they are looking be-

d the traditional means.” Forty years

, a glee club, a chorus, and the Harvard-

cli≠e Orchestra might have encom-

sed the needs of most student musi-

s for artistic expression. “But now,” he

, “we have students who come from a

ition of gospel music or who are, for in-

ce, Indian, and have a background in

 tabla or sitar.” In dance, there are not

y ballet and jazz, but also the Asian-

erican dance troupe, the Ballet Folk-

co de Aztlan, the Caribbean Club Dance

upe, the Israeli Dance Troupe, and the

th Asian Dance organization.
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hese organizations make this an ex-

g and incredibly interesting place, as

ents who grew up in one cultural tra-

n suddenly see a whole new form of

tic expression,” notes Megan. Facili-

d by physical proximity, there has

 an increase in creative collabora-

s among students in drama, dance,

 music, he says. “Students crave that

 of interaction.”

ard’s 600 dancers—including 22 percent
dergraduate women—will lose their

cated space, the Reiman Dance Center,
n it reverts to Radcliffe in 2005.
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Now harvard has what Megan terms a

nice problem: “It needs more space.” A so-

lution might not be so di∞cult if “the arts

were the only area in which there were

space needs, but athletics has needs, there

is need for more classroom space, there is

need for more housing,” and so “it is a

complicated situation.” 

Even within the arts, the problem is

bigger than a first glance might suggest.

“When people thinks ‘arts space,’ it is not

uncommon for them to think, ‘the room

where the art happens, the performance

space, the stage, the seats, the orchestra,

the balcony’—that that’s the space,” says

Megan. But needed as well is all kinds of

support space: for people who manage

these facilities; for showers, locker rooms,

prop rooms, set rooms, shops, practice

rooms—all over campus. “Where are you

going to put a thousand student musi-

cians?” he asks.

Megan is optimistic that short- and

long-term solutions to the problem will

be found, he says, because President Law-

rence H. Summers has “come to under-

stand and value the arts community at

Harvard, and he understands that the

space issue is very significant.” Last

spring, Summers told students and faculty

at the Arts First festival, “We owe our stu-

dent performers physical spaces, rooms
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The annual  Arts First celebration—including
theater, dance, and music—showcases student
talent and dedication to their extracurricular
pursuits. Faculty are weighing how to bring
more of the arts into the curriculum.
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for rehearsals, and opportunities

for instruction that are as good as

they are....”

Many of them are very good in-

deed. Cellist Han-Na Chang ’06 

has twice been nominated for a

Grammy Award. The works of pi-

anist and composer Anthony Che-

ung ’04 are already being played by

professional orchestras. Austin

Guest ’03 (’05) is an “accomplished

director doing marvelous and cre-

ative theater,” Megan says. Violin-

ist Stefan Jackiw ’07 has an inter-

national performance career (he

rforms briefly on-line at http://athome.-

rvard.edu/dh/haf.html; click “high-

hts” and choose “solo violin”).

If the quality of the space is to match

e caliber of undergraduates’ artistic

hievements, Harvard has set the bar

gh. But renovations will ease some of the

essure, says dean of Harvard College

nedict H. Gross (himself a violist as

ll as a mathematician). Though under-

aduates have lost some use of Agassiz

eatre to the Radcli≠e Institute, Gross is

ying to raise money for a $25-million

novation of the Hasty Pudding Theater

to a general undergraduate theater,

ich he hopes will begin in the spring of

05. In the fall of that year, undergradu-

e dancers will lose their extraordinary

iman Dance Center, when that space

verts to the Radcli≠e Institute, which

ll use it as a central meeting area for lec-

res and colloquia. A committee ap-

inted by Gross has recommended con-

rsion of part of the Quadrangle

creational Athletic Center into a new

udent dance facility. Renovations to

arby Hilles Library, where plans are un-
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rway to consolidate the book and peri-

ical collections on one floor, may also

ld space for students (though for what

rposes has not yet been decided).

These are all examples of converted

aces, Gross acknowledges, not con-

uction of new facilities. “We have to

d more practice rooms and rehearsal

aces,” he says.

The urgency may well increase now that

e question of how to further integrate

e practice of the arts into the undergrad-

te curriculum is under review. Gross has

ked one of the curricular working

oups to consider whether, for example,

students putting on a main-stage

show at the Loeb might, by work-

ing with a faculty member in the

English or history departments,

earn course credit for the energy

and e≠ort they put into the pro-

duction. “Could we imagine

shorter, intense modules within

the curriculum, less than a semes-

ter, perhaps a month, where a stu-

dent could do an artistic perfor-

mance or a research project with a

faculty member for credit? If we do

that,” he says, “then we have to

rt looking at artistic space in the same

y that we think of classroom space.” In

t, as this issue went to press, FAS was

pected to approve a new collaborative

ogram in music with the New England

nservatory that would allow College

dents to earn a master’s degree just one

ar after receiving their Harvard A.B.

Because Harvard already gives credit for

me artistic pursuits—photography,

amber music, and life drawing, for ex-

ple—the curricular review may ask

ether the University ought to acknowl-

ge that it is not only a research institu-

n, but also trains people in the arts. “We

e a university that covers all aspects of

ative work and knowledge,” says Gross.

ertainly, everyone in the University

mmunity is enriched by the level of

tistic talent here in dance, in drama, in

ual arts, in music—it is just incredible.

“Our students have been doing so much

th only a very little bit of support, and

 like to see if we can’t get involved a lit-

 more,” he continues, pointing out that

rvard has elaborate support for athlet-

 (41 teams with coaches and assistant
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The process has been served. It took a 40-page report, de-
livered on March 22, but the Harvard University Committee on
Calendar Reform, by an 18-1 vote, has found a way to coordi-
nate all the schools’ diverse academic schedules—almost. (The
text is available at www.provost.harvard.edu/reports/.)

Under the direction of Pforzheimer University Professor Sid-
ney Verba, a government scholar and director of the University
Library, the committee recommended a “common curricular
framework.” The principal features include:

•beginning instruction in early September, immediately after
Labor Day;

• concluding fall semester exams (and reading period, for
schools that observe one) before the winter break;

•concluding the academic year and Commencement by the
end of May; and

• coordinating vacations, such as Thanksgiving and spring
break.

The proposal also envisions a flexible module in January, de-
voted to special classes, research, field work, study abroad,“struc-
tured intersession experiences,” or simply an extended winter
break. The compression or extension of this period would ac-
commodate both curricular innovation, of the sort the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences (FAS) is exploring in its review of the College
course of study, and other uses that facilitate calendar coordina-
tion while respecting the schools’ various pedagogical needs.

The chief academic benefit of a coordinated schedule, the
committee reported, is easing cross registration and joint pro-
grams between and among faculties and other institutions, such
as MIT. The two undergraduate members (there were also
three graduate and professional students) cited the desirability
of a winter vacation unencumbered by preparation for exams,
and the intellectual value of bringing fall-term instruction and
exams closer together. An earlier Commencement might also
help students land summer jobs and internships.

Because several faculties are busy with curricular reviews
(FAS plus the schools of divinity, education, and medicine), the
committee recommended that any decisions on implementing
its guidelines await completion of these “curricular judgments,”
a matter thought to be of particular importance “with respect
to how the January time period will be used.” Maier professor
of political economy Benjamin M. Friedman, the lone dissenter
to the final report, expressed particular concern about how
that “January term” might be used; he wrote that “it makes no
sense to change the FAS calendar to pave the way for a curricu-
lum change that we haven’t decided to make.”

Hence the delay in implementation until the conclusion of the
curricular reviews, a position with which the president, provost,
and deans expressed their agreement in a common statement.
They also noted that the last of said reviews, in FAS, should con-
clude by the end of the 2004-2005 academic year.

The (New) Calendar Canon

 a dumping ground along a dirt

d in Santiago’s Renca municipality,

rvard-a∞liated planners work to cre-

 decent housing for 160 struggling fam-

s. In the center of Chile’s sprawling

ital city, students at the College are in

 front ranks of Harvard’s study-abroad

ort. Some 400 miles north, and 7,000

t higher above sea level, University as-

nomers use remarkable telescopes to

be space and time with new clarity.

tant though these individual experi-

es may be from each other, and from

mbridge, they collectively suggest the

pth and breadth of Harvard’s global

sence today, and how it might evolve.

nca, just half an hour west of down-

n by car, toward the airport, is hardly

 least well o≠ of Santiago’s 32 comunas
unicipalities). But it seems a world

rt from the glass o∞ce towers of Provi-

dencia and Vitacura, the high-rise apart-

ment blocks in fashionable Las Condes,

north and east of the city center. At the

base of Cerro Renca, the pavement sud-

denly ends and the SUV lurches on to a

rough dirt road. On land too steep and dry

for farming, one of Santiago’s dozens of

squatter settlements—founded through a

toma, or land seizure—curves along the

base of the mountain: homes cobbled to-

gether from scrap wood and developing

countries’ ubiquitous roofing, corrugated

sheet metal. The only other vehicles,

horse-drawn rubber-tired carts, carry a

person or two, and loads of cardboard or

wooden pallets for recycling, a principal

employment. Across the road lies an arid

pit excavated by a brickmaking factory,

now the dumping ground for construc-

tion rubble.

Cecilia Castro, solid and formidable,

welcomes visitors into the community

building, one of two masonry structures

the residents have been able to raise, its

windows secured by grates of welded re-

inforcing bars. Seated around a table in

ying Knots
impsing global Harvard in Chile
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coaches) and “that works very well.”

Though it is not clear that students al-

ways want to be supervised, he says, there

are “some wonderful teachers here,” in-

cluding orchestra conductor James Yan-

natos, the chorus’s Jameson Marvin, and

band director Thomas Everett; they repre-

sent one successful model that could be

expanded to other areas of the arts (see

“Three Maestros Talk Music,” November-

December 2002, page 68). The American

Repertory Theatre, where students can

work with professional actors, is another.

Or the College “might bring in artists for

five-year visiting periods.”

However the curricular review turns

out—balancing questions of arts practice

versus study, and the academic versus the

extracurricular in a way that makes acad-

emic, financial, and creative sense—it

seems clear that short-term solutions will

showcase student and administrative in-

genuity. Long-term, Megan, student

artists, and perhaps even a dean or two

may be dreaming of a student performing

arts center. 
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